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Evaluation of the stability and deformation behaviour of different adhesives under various mechanical forces and temperatures in DIP lines

Background/Problem area
A significant increase in stickies and deposits has been observed in the past few years. This has made the technology devoted to separating such components increasingly expensive and cost-intensive. This increase in stickies in the raw material can only be partially compensated by the stock preparation process, thus leading to higher stickies levels at the paper machine.

Macro stickies are separated mainly by screening. Screens, however, are only capable of separating stickies down to a maximum macro stickies magnitude. Hence, reducing the size of macro stickies prior to screening plays a major role in the total efficiency of the screening operation. It is known as well that the particles can be deformed more easily at elevated temperatures and thus can pass through the screening unit.

There are many different adhesives, each with different rheological properties, that are currently being used in the converting industry and returned to stock preparation via the raw material recovered paper. Macro stickies thus contain many different substances. However, neither the quantities in which they exist nor their behaviour with respect to temperature and mechanical forces that prevail during the screening process are known.

Objectives/Research results
The project is aimed to evaluate the stability and deformation behaviour of different adhesive applications under various physico-chemical and thermal process conditions and the influence on separation.

As a first step adhesive applications for the study should be selected, whereby the basis for selection should be a market study regarding adhesives used in graphic paper converting. These selected adhesive applications should be studied regarding the fragmentation behaviour during treatment under different process conditions. The specific behaviour of adhesive applications is to be studied in pilot trials.

The results of the market study revealed no new information for the selection of adhesive applications. The selection made for these studies was based on the existing knowledge and experience. Product groups to be investigated are bookbinding backs, glued inserts and labels. Based on laboratory testing (testing of fragmentation behaviour) some adhesive applications were selected for the pilot trials. First pilot scale trials were conducted with respect to defibration and screening.

Application/Economic benefits
- Acquiring knowledge and know-how concerning the problematical limits of temperature in stock preparation and its impact on the size reduction of adhesives in the pulper and separation of adhesives by screening.
- Ensuring the functionality and estimating possible performance losses of the most important process steps for stickies reduction in stock preparation (fine screening).
- Based on the results it will possible to evaluate existing processes and to determine which optimization measures are reasonable.
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